
Database Size: This is a crucial 
consideration as the larger the 
database, the more matches are 
received and the better the chance of 
being successful in using DNA for 
family history purposes. Ancestry has 
by far the largest database of all the 
testing companies with over 18 million 
testers which means it’s generally 
essential to test there to maximise 
chances especially for those with 
mysteries to solve.

Ethnicity Estimate: Autosomal 
tests consist of two principal features 
– ethnicity estimates and DNA match 
lists. Ethnicity estimates provide 
percentage overviews of the global 
regions your ancestry stems from but, 
while they are the most well-known 
and advertised aspect of autosomal 
tests, it is DNA match lists that 
are actually the most genealogically 
valuable.

In this guide Michelle Leonard will compare and contrast the four major autosomal DNA 
testing companies (Ancestry, 23andMe, MyHeritage and FTDNA) on a feature-by-feature basis

TIP! It’s important not to take 
ethnicity estimates too literally 
and to be aware they will differ 
between companies as each has 
its own reference populations 
and algorithms. Companies also 
periodically update and refine their 
estimates so they are prone to 
change over time as technology 
improves and reference sets grow. 

Ancestry’s ethnicity offering 
currently comprises over 1,000 global 
regions and is bundled with their 
innovative ‘Genetic Communities’. 
The latter are primarily based on 
the trees of matches, identifiable by 
dotted line circles and, in my 
experience, impressively accurate 
e.g. I have many matches with 
Ulster-based ancestors on their 
trees so I’ve been placed in the 
‘Ulster’ genetic community 
suggesting it’s likely I also have 
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Ancestry 
allocates DNA 
results to 
global regions, 
of which it 
has defined 
1,000 globally. 
Michelle’s 
ethnicity 
estimate 
results show 
the locations, 
at roughly 
county level, in 
Ireland that are 
relevant to her

Ulster ancestors. It even drills down 
to specific Ulster regions in the form 
of ‘Tyrone, Londonderry and Antrim’ 
and ‘South Down and North Louth’ 
and I do indeed have ancestors from 
those areas.

DNA Match List: This is by far 
the most important feature of a DNA 
test for genealogy purposes. It is 
essentially a list of all other testers in 
the company database with whom you 
share DNA starting from closest to 
most distant.

Ancestry’s match list layout is clear 
and boasts the best organisational 
tools across the sites with the option 
to categorize matches into 24 colour-
coded groups and the ability to link 
a tree to your DNA. The search and 
filter capabilities are also very useful 
and you can search via username, 
ancestral surname and location. You 
can also add notes to each match to 
keep track of your research and these 
are visible on the main match list.

Shared Matches: The shared match 
facility is a vital tool which frequently 
proves the key to successfully 
identifying connections. Ancestry’s 
shared match lists are extremely 
helpful but be aware that they only 
comprise of matches who share 
over 20cM with both the tester and 
comparison match and do not provide 
how much DNA the comparison and 
shared matches share with each other 
– to find that out one of them would 
need to issue an invite to their results 
or personally supply the information.

Trees: Access to match trees and a 
facility to create your own shareable 
tree are important features. Ancestry is 
a genealogy industry leader in terms of 
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Ancestry
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family tree provision and tree-building 
tools so this is a strong positive for 
them. Access to trees of DNA matches 
is provided to five generations but a 
subscription is required to see past this 
level. Whether or not your matches 
create or attach trees to their results, 
however, are individual decisions and 
how many trees you have to work with 
will vary depending on your personal 
matches. 

Chromosome Browser: Ancestry 
does not provide a chromosome 
browser for privacy reasons. And this 
lack of segment data is one of the few 
strong Ancestry negatives. If you want 
to use websites like DNA Painter it’s 
not possible to do so with Ancestry 
matches unless results are uploaded 
somewhere that provides segment 
data i.e. FTDNA, MyHeritage or 
GEDMatch.

Raw Data Transfers: Some major 
DNA testing companies allow free 
uploads of results from competitor 
companies but Ancestry does not, so 
you have to test direct to get into their 
database. You can, however, download 
Ancestry raw data to upload elsewhere. 

Additional DNA Tools: Ancestry 
offers an array of additional features 
including ThruLines, Common 
Ancestor Hints, highlighted shared 
surnames if trees are linked, linking 

matches to trees, predicted 
relationship probability charts 
(similar to DNA Painter’s Shared 
cM Project tool), ethnicity 
comparisons, the capability to 
invite others to view or even 
manage DNA results and 
mother’s/father’s side filters if 
parents have tested. ThruLines, 
one of the most talked about 
tools, utilises Ancestry’s large 
number of trees to identify 
probable common ancestors and 
can provide helpful clues 
but it’s imperative to 
always investigate these 
fully before accepting 
them as facts.

Shared
matches are
a vital tool
for identifying
connections
and branches
of your family
tree and they 
can be used
to narrow 
matches down 
to specific lines

Your DNA match list is the most important feature
of a DNA test for genealogy purposes. It is your
starting point for verifying and adding to your tree 

Database Size: 23andMe’s database 
of over 12 million testers is the second 
largest and should not be overlooked 
although be aware that many people test 
for health results and some opt out of 
the matching database.

Ethnicity Estimate: 23andMe’s 

ethnicity estimate, ‘Ancestry 
Composition’, is based on over 1,500 
geographic regions. It offers several 
unique features including ‘Ancestry 
Timeline’ which predicts when your 
ancestors lived in particular regions, 
a breakdown of the ethnicities and 
percentages thereof inherited from 
each parent, so long as at least one 
has tested, and ‘Ancestry Composition 
Chromosome Painting’ which provides 
a chromosome map that colour-codes 
your DNA segments by ethnicity. This 
is most helpful when you have several 
distinct ethnicities in your ancestry 
but not so useful if your ancestors 
mostly hailed from the same areas.

23andMe
23andMe’s ethnicity 
estimate (‘Ancestry 
Composition’) has 
1,500 geographic 
regions defined globally

DNA Match List: 23andMe’s DNA 
match list is limited to the closest 
2,000 matches but is well laid out and 
the search and filtering capabilities are 
excellent as you can run an unlimited 
number of filters simultaneously. 
You can search by match name, 
ancestral surname, location and even 
haplogroup. One uniquely helpful 
23andMe feature is filtering by side 
if you have only one parent tested 
e.g. ‘mother’s side’ and ‘not mother’s 
side’. The amount of shared DNA 
is shown as a percentage on the 
main match list but centimorgans 
(cMs) are included on the individual 
match page where there is also a note 
facility. It is possible to ‘favourite’ 
matches of interest but this is the 
only organisational tool and pales 
in comparison to Ancestry’s colour-
coding. 

Shared Matches: 23andMe’s shared 
match list, ‘Relatives In Common’, 
is one of the most informative across 
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The match list on 23andMe only shows up to 
2,000 matches. The site has really useful filter 
facilities, helping you to home in on matches 
of interest to you

The 23andMe one-to-one chromosome 
browser, here showing the segments of 
shared DNA between full siblings (hence the 
sharing of completely identical segments)

23andMe’s shared match list indicates 
triangulated segments. In the column (far right) 
– ‘yes’ indicates that the tester, the comparison 
and shared match all share a segment 

23andMe’s ‘Ancestry Composition 
Chromosome Painting’ colour-codes your 
DNA segments to show ethnicity

the companies. Unlike Ancestry it has 
no threshold so shows every shared 
match including low-level ones and 
also provides full information on how 
much DNA is shared with both the 
tester and the comparison match.

Additionally, the ‘Shared DNA’ 
column provides useful triangulated 
segment details – ‘Yes’ means that at 
least one exact segment is shared by 
the tester with both the comparison 
match and shared match and ‘No’ 
means all three match each other but 
not on the same segments.

Trees: It is currently not possible 
to build a shareable tree on 23andMe 
and this lack of tree provision is the 
site’s most significant drawback as 

sharing family history information 
is vital to working out connections. 
Links to trees hosted elsewhere 
and basic information on ‘Family 
Background’ such as grandparental 
birthplaces and ancestral surnames 
can be added to profiles but in 
practice many leave these blank. 

The recently released 
automated ‘Family Tree’ tool 
aims to predict genetic family 
trees and places matches 
into manually editable trees 
but, while a step in the right 
direction, it does not solve 
the tree problem as there is 
currently no facility to share 
these new trees with matches.

Chromosome Browser: These 
are visual tools used to compare 
matches and display the chromosome 
locations of shared DNA segments. 
23andMe provides detailed segment 
data via comprehensive one-to-one 
and one-to-many chromosome 
browsers. 

The one-to-one comparison 
provides additional detail that none 
of the other browsers do i.e. whether 
matches share completely identical 
(matching on both maternal and 
paternal chromosomes) or half 
identical (matching on only one side) 
segments. 

The ‘Advanced DNA Comparison’ 
tool is a one-to-many chromosome 
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The detailed segment data table itemises on
which chromosome you and a match share
DNA, plus states how much DNA is shared 
in centiMorgans

MyHeritage

MyHeritage’s ethnicity estimate defines your
DNA percentages based on 42 ethnic groups
globally. Refinements including breaking the 
42 groups into subregions are coming soon

Your DNA match list on MyHeritage specifies the 
number of centiMorgans and segments shared, 
and the size of the largest segment shared  

Database Size: The MyHeritage database has over 4 million testers 
which, given they entered the DNA market more recently than the 
others, is a respectable size. They also advertise heavily in different 
languages and have a large international customer base so more diverse 
matches will appear in the MyHeritage database.

Ethnicity Estimate: MyHeritage’s ethnicity estimates are based 
on 42 ethnic groups from around the world. This is currently quite 
broad but a major new update, ‘Genetic Groups’, comprising 2-3,000 
geographic regions is promised for the near future. One unique feature 
is a fun video introducing testers to their estimate.

browser which allows comparisons between up 
to five matches at a time and 23andme is the 
only company that allow the base person to be 
a match other than the tester. X-Chromosome 
DNA information is also included and all 
segment data is neatly displayed in a table 
underneath the visual. 

Raw Data Transfers: 23andMe, like 
Ancestry, do not offer the facility to upload 

raw data from tests taken elsewhere so you 
again have to test direct but they allow 
23andMe raw data to be downloaded. 

Additional DNA Tools: 23andMe provide 
many additional features with the two 
most unique being maternal and paternal 
haplogroups and the Neanderthal Ancestry 
report. Haplogroups provide information 
on the ancient origins of direct paternal 

and maternal lines (only 
men receive the paternal 
haplogroup as it is based 
on the Y-Chromosome which women 
do not inherit). Do not confuse this with the 
standalone Y-DNA and Mitochondrial DNA 
tests sold by FamilyTreeDNA as those provide 
matching databases in addition to haplogroup 
designations.

23andMe provide paternal and maternal 
haplogroups – paternal is male only as it is
based on the Y-Chromosome but will display for 
females whose father or brother has tested. 
Comparisons with (the haplogroups of) matches are 
also provided
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Use the MyHeritage chromosome browser to see on
which segments you share DNA with your matches
and look out for the automated triangulated segment
information

DNA Match List: MyHeritage’s match list is very detailed, 
provides a number of helpful filters, often includes helpful match 
age and country information and offers a note facility but lacks any 
organisational tools or the ability to search by ancestral location. 

Shared Matches: MyHeritage’s shared match list is one of the most 
informative available and only matched for detail by 23andMe. It 
displays every shared match including low-level ones and provides 
complete information on the amounts of DNA the shared matches 
share with both the tester and comparison match. 

Trees: MyHeritage, like Ancestry, has an advantage in terms of 
tree facilities given it is also a market-leading traditional genealogy 
website with longstanding tree-building tools. You will find more trees 
attached to DNA results on both those sites than on the others.

Chromosome Browser: MyHeritage offer detailed segment data via 
one-to-one and one-to-many chromosome browsers, segment data 
tables and automated triangulated segments. The only downside is the 
non-inclusion of X-Chromosome DNA data.

Raw Data Transfers: MyHeritage accept transfers from Ancestry, 
FTDNA, 23andMe and LivingDNA. Match lists are freely provided 
but a subscription or unlock fee (£35) is required for full access to 
shared matches, trees and other tools. Be aware that if you 
test directly with MyHeritage it’s only possible to gain 
access to these features via a subscription.

Additional DNA Tools: MyHeritage has a wide array 
of additional features such as Theory of Family Relativity 
(similar to ThruLines), Smart Matches (comparable 
to Common Ancestor Hints) and shared ancestral 
surnames, places and ethnicities. Additionally, 
MyHeritage is the only site to offer a clustering tool, 

AutoClusters, which organises matches into shared match clusters 
within which the matches all likely descend from the same common 
ancestors. 

The shared match list on MyHeritage is one of the  
most detailed on the market giving full details of 
how much DNA the tester, comparison and shared
matches share with each other

Myheritage offer detailed segment 
data via one-to-one and one-to-many 

chromosome browsers
MyHeritage is the only DNA testing company 
to offer autoclustering of DNA results, and is a 
feature licensed from Genetic Affairs



FamilyTreeDNA

Database Size: FTDNA has the smallest autosomal DNA database 
at an estimated 1.5 million testers. The fact the database is so much 
smaller than the others is the main downside to testing with FTDNA.

Ethnicity Estimate: FTDNA’s ethnicity estimate, ‘MyOrigins’, 
is based on 24 reference population clusters which are also fairly 
broad. Additionally, they provide an ‘AncientOrigins’ estimate 
with percentages of hunter-gatherer, metal age invader and farmer 
populations all provided.

DNA Match List: FTDNA’s match list is busy and very detailed – it 
provides a note facility and a number of helpful filters but they can 

only be used individually and there’s no way to search by location. 
Be careful with the total shared cM number and designation of 
X-Matches as FTDNA take very small segments into account; 
always check segment sizes in the chromosome browser to reach 
totals more in line with the other companies.

Shared Matches: FTDNA’s shared match list, ‘In Common 
With’, is similar to Ancestry’s as it only provides how much DNA the 
comparison and shared matches share with the tester and not what 
they share with each other. There is, however, no threshold so you will 
see all shared matches and FTDNA offer the unique ‘Not In Common 
With’ list which displays a list of matches who do NOT share DNA 
with the comparison match.

Trees: Family Trees can be created or uploaded via GEDCOM and 
shared with matches. As FTDNA is fully focused on DNA testing for 
ancestral purposes, there is a higher chance of matches adding trees 
and there is no subscription required but there are still fewer trees than 
on the dedicated traditional genealogy sites.

FamilyTreeDNA’s ethnicity estimate
‘MyOrigins’ will define your ethnicity  
to 24 regions globally

FamilyTreeDNA’s unique ‘AncientOrigins’ 
will define your percentages of hunter 
gatherer, farmer and metal age invader

Compare up to seven matches at a time in the 
FamilyTreeDNA chromosome browser

A tip for working with FamilyTreeDNA’s match list is to 
check the segment sizes in the chromosome browser to 
ensure you’re not working with segments that are too small 

family trees can be created or uploaded by 
gedcom and shared with matches

FEATURES TO LOOK FOR IN A DNA TESTING COMPANY



Why Y?
To learn more about Y-DNA testing, DNA 

surname projects & more, check out the FT 

February 2020 issue for more indepth coverage

Chromosome Browser: FTDNA provide comprehensive segment 
data via a combined one-to-one and one-to-many chromosome 
browser in which you can compare up to seven matches at a time. 
It offers a visual chromosome view, detailed segment data tables and 
X-Chromosome data is included. 

Raw Data Transfers: FTDNA accept raw data transfers from 
Ancestry, 23andMe and MyHeritage. Basic features including match 
lists and shared match lists are provided for free but additional features 
such as the chromosome browser or MyOrigins estimate require a 
small unlock fee ($19).

Additional DNA Tools: FTDNA offer many extra tools including 

the matrix (checks if a group of matches match each other), 
advanced matches tool (searches for matches across tests), 
linked relationships and maternal and paternal buckets which 
populate automatically when DNA matches are linked to trees 
using the Linked Relationships tool. 

TIP! FTDNA’s most unique selling point, however, is that it is the 
only company to offer thorough Y-Chromosome and Mitochondrial 
DNA tests and matching databases. It also facilitates over 10,000 
volunteer surname, haplogroup and geographic projects putting the 
company at the forefront of genetic genealogy as a citizen science.

WHAT CAN EACH DNA COMPANY’S TESTS DO FOR YOU?

Additional 
considerations

Sample Collection Method: Ancestry 
and 23andMe require a saliva sample 
while MyHeritage and FTDNA 
provide cheek swabs. Both methods 
are quick and simple but cheek swabs 
are often easier for elderly people and 
those who struggle to produce saliva 
for medical reasons. 

Contacting Matches: Ancestry, 
23andMe and MyHeritage all provide 
on-site messaging facilities whereas 
FTDNA provide email addresses.

LivingDNA: The fifth major 
company is UK-based LivingDNA and 
the benefit of testing with LivingDNA 
includes its provision of detailed 
regional ethnicity breakdowns, Y 
and Mt haplogroups and a matching 
database. Currently its database is very 
small, however, and lacking in many 
features. LivingDNA both accepts 
uploads and allows downloads of raw 
data so if you have tested there upload 
elsewhere to increase your chance of 
finding matches. 

Michelle’s tip!
If you want to maximise your chances 
of success, ‘fish in all the ponds’; get 
into every database as each provides 
unique matches and features to help 
reach our goals. Each company has 
pros and some cons but all continue 
to innovate and create new tools to 
help us on our DNA and family  
history journeys. 
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PROS & CONS

Table showing the pros and cons of each of the 
major DNA testing companies for family historians

Details in 
article correct as 
of 2020. 


